Context: Experience curve is a well-known concept in management and education science, which explains the phenomenon of increased worker efficiency with repetitive production of a good or service.
Introduction
Software reuse has been an important goal in the history of software engineering [1] . Early reuse approaches such as abstract data types, module-based programming, component-based software development, reusable libraries and design patterns, can be basically categorized as small-scale reuse [1] . On the other hand, software product line engineering (SPLE) aims to provide proactive, pre-planned reuse at a large granularity to develop applications from a core asset base [2] . A product line is defined as a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way [2] . The benefits for adopting a product line approach have been analyzed and discussed before by several authors [2] [3] [4] [5] , and usually include developing products more efficiently, get them to the market faster to stay competitive and produce with higher quality [5] .
The core asset base in SPLE is developed through a domain engineering process and requires an upfront investment even before a single product has been developed. Despite the upfront investment it is believed that SPLE will result in a Return on Investment (ROI), in which the development cost and time-to-market value is lower than in case a single system development would have been used. In parallel with this assumption, it is generally acknowledged that transitioning to a product line engineering approach needs to be performed carefully to avoid failures and mitigate risks that are inherent to the adoption of the product line engineering. Hence, the product line engineering community has proposed different transition strategies that aim to support the transition process and as such help to define a proper product line engineering approach for the organization. Hereby, for analyzing the ROI in the adoption of the SPLE process, various cost models have been developed that typically focus on the cost for preparing the organization, the cost for developing the asset base, the cost of unique development and the cost for reusing assets. The result of this analysis process is typically used to provide a decision on whether to http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.infsof.2014.09.008 0950-5849/Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
adopt an SPLE approach, and if so, which transition strategy to select.
A close study to the cost models and the transition strategy approaches shows that the experience gained by the developers in the development of the products is not explicitly considered in the corresponding cost models. From practice, it is known that most tasks can be carried out faster with increased experience. A more experienced developer who has worked on similar tasks for a long time will be able to develop products faster and on its turn the cost to develop the subsequent products will be reduced. The experience of the developer as such can have a direct impact on the success or failure of the adoption of SPLE. This observation implies that the experience effect should also be explicitly considered in the cost models adopted in SPLE transition strategies.
In fact the impact of experience has been widely discussed in different disciplines including management science, education, construction and manufacturing, in which the notion of experience curve has been introduced to analyze and measure productivity. In this context, experience curve explains the phenomenon of increased worker efficiency and improved organizational performance with repetitive production of a good or service [6] .
In this paper we aim to analyze the impact of the experience curve effect on the ROI in the SPLE process. For this, we first investigate the impact of experience curve in software engineering in general, by adopting the results of the systematic literature review on experience curve in software development practices. The systematic literature review resulted in total 15 primary studies that confirm the impact of the experience curve in software development projects. In alignment with the results of the identified primary studies we study the impact of experience curve on the adoption of software product line engineering. As stated before, an important metric for analyzing the impact of the SPLE adoption is the ROI for which various cost models have been provided in the SPLE community [7, 8] . It appears that none of the cost models as published in the SPLE literature consider the impact of experience curve effect explicitly. Hence, in this paper we provide an analysis approach for integrating the experience curve effect within the current cost models for analyzing ROI of the adoption of SPLE. With the adapted cost models we aim to provide a more precise analysis for the adoption of the SPLE and the expected ROI. The presented analysis shows new insight in comparing single system development with product line engineering that can impact the decision for adopting SPLE or not. We illustrate the application of the analysis for predefined SPLE adoption scenarios. Further we discuss the result of the application of the approach within a real industrial context of Havelsan.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the background on the experience curve effect. Section 3 presents the systematic literature review on the impact of experience curve in software engineering. Section 4 presents the SPLE cost models and the proposed cost models that integrate the experience curve effect. Section 5 shows the analysis using the refined cost models. Section 6, discusses the adoption of the analysis approach for a real industry project. Section 7 provides the discussion and the general practical implications of the approach. Section 8 presents the related work and finally Section 9 concludes the paper.
Experience curve effect
From practice we can state that the more frequent a task is performed, the less time is required on each subsequent iteration. This increase in efficiency is inherently based on the learning effect; after each iteration more will be learned on applying the task and likewise the subsequent iteration will take less time. This phenomenon was first observed by the 19th century German psychologist Ebbinghaus [9] who investigated the difficulty of memorizing nonsense syllables, and recorded the success over a number of trials. According to Ebbinghaus the sharpest increase of learning occurs after the first trial, and gradually evens out after subsequent trials. The corresponding learning curve is a graphical representation of the increase of learning with experience. Hereby, the horizontal axis represents the experience either directly as time spent on the activity, or it can be related to time and define the number of trials. The vertical axis represents the learning or proficiency. Depending on the adopted metric it can either be increasing (e.g. the score in a test), or decreasing (the time to complete a test).
Initially, the learning curve concept related the time required to perform a task to the number of times the task has been performed. Soon it was observed that the learning curve is quite general and can be applied to other domains than learning and psychology. In 1936, Theodore Paul Wright proposed a mathematical model of the learning curve and described the effect of learning on production costs in the aircraft industry [10] . In the corresponding studies, a systematic decline in the labor hours required to produce an airplane was observed. Every time the total aircraft production doubled, the required labor time decreased by 10-15 percent. In 1968, Bruce Henderson of the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) further adapted the model of Wright and proposed the socalled experience curve. In the experience curve, unit cost is plotted against total production. The experience curve is currently a broad concept that is applied in different domains. The main reason for the reduced cost is often attributed to the faster development of the tasks.
The mathematical formula for experience curve is relatively simple and is defined as a power law function:
where C 1 is the cost of the first unit of production, C n is the cost of the nth unit of production, n is the cumulative volume of production, e ¼ log/ log2 = The learning index, a = The Learning rate. where 1 À a is the progress ratio.
Assume for example that the cost of developing the first product is 100 and the learning rate (a) is 90%, then according to the above formula the cost of developing the second product is 90, the cost of developing the third product is 84.6, the fourth product is 81, and so on. It appears that for every doubling of the input the cost for developing the product reduces with 10%, which defines the so-called progress ratio (1 À a) . The experience curve effect shows that experience has a direct impact on the productivity of a task. Different learning rates will have a different impact on the productivity. Fig. 1 shows, for example, the experience curve for three different learning rates (90%, 80%, and 70%). The left figure shows the linear version, while the right figure shows the logarithm version of the three curves, resulting in straight lines. Note that for higher learning rates (90%) the direct cost per unit decreases much faster than for lower learning rates (70%). In this case, the higher the percentage of the learning rate a, the lower the progress rate (1 À a), and as such the lower the productivity.
Depending on the characteristics of the required tasks different industrial domains appear to have their own specific learning rate, ranging from 75% to 95% [11] . Example domains together with their derived learning rates are shown in Table 1 . In general, the nature of the tasks defines the experience curve. Hereby, it appears that the learning curve rate is lower (thus progress rate is higher) for domains in which tasks requires more manual intervention.
Systematic literature review on experience curve effect

SLR protocol
The experience curve has a direct impact on the productivity in different domains. An important question is whether this also holds for the software engineering domain. To investigate the experience curve effect on software development we have conducted a systematic literature review using the guidelines as described by Kitchenham and Charters [12] . In particular we were interested in the answers to the following research questions: RQ1: For which goals has the experience curve effect been studied in software engineering? RQ2: In which domain contexts has the experience curve model been applied in software engineering? RQ3: What is the reported evidence in the application of the experience curve models in software engineering? RQ4: In which software lifecycle activities has the experience curve model been applied? RQ5: What are the identified findings with respect to experience curve effect in software engineering?
Our search scope included all the papers that were published before July 2014. We searched for full papers in selected venues that publish high quality papers. We used the following search databases: IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Wiley Inter Science Journal Finder, ScienceDirect, ISI Web of Knowledge, and other channels including Microsoft Academic Search and manual search channels. These venues are listed in Table 2 . Our targeted search items were journal papers, conference papers, and workshop papers.
To search the selected databases we used both manual and automatic search strategies. Automatic search is realized through entering search strings on the search engines of the electronic data source. Manual search is realized through manually browsing the conferences, journals or other important sources and checking the references of selected papers. The manual searches appeared to be quite useful since we retrieved some good-quality articles that an automatic search could not reveal.
The adopted search string was as follows:
(''experience curve'' OR ''learning curve'') AND (''software development'' OR ''software engineering'' OR ''software process'' OR ''software project'')
The result of the overall search process after applying the search queries and the manual search is shown in the second column of Table 2 . As it can be seen from the table we could identify 1160 papers at this stage of the search process. We have also run a similar query to check if the effect of experience curve is discussed in the SPLE context. We ran a similar analysis with (''software product line'' OR ''software product family'') AND (''experience curve'' OR ''learning curve'') keywords. After the initial set of exclusion, we were unable to find any papers that discuss this issue.
In accordance with the SLR guidelines [12] we further applied the following exclusion criteria on the large number of papers in the first stage: -Abstract or title does not primarily discuss the effect of ''experience curve'' on software development productivity -Not a primary study -Repeated in an already mined source -Most of the content is repeated in a similar paper (Extended version is chosen over the shorter one)
The exclusion criteria were checked by a manual analysis by both the authors. To the best of our knowledge, no other secondary study has been published related to experience curves in software development. After applying the exclusion criteria to the identified 1160 papers we selected 15 papers for a detailed analysis.
Data extraction results
For data extraction and synthesis process as required by the systematic review protocol we thoroughly studied the primary studies in detail to answer our five defined research questions. The identified primary studies and the result of the data extraction and synthesis process are summarized in Table 3 . The answers to the research questions RQ1 to RQ4 are directly shown in the table.
The specific answers to RQ5 are described in the following paragraphs in which we provide a short summary of each identified primary study with the basic conclusions:
3.2.1. A learning curve primer for software engineers [13] The basic aim of this paper from 1996 is to raise the level of understanding of learning curves within the Software Engineering community. The paper is primarily written for managers and developers who want to better understand learning curves. The author first defines learning curves, provides the historical background and argues that learning curves also apply to software engineering. The paper further elaborates on the challenge of both stabilizing and improving a software development process. The paper argues that learning curves denote the relationship between stability and improvement, and show the implications of learning curves on staffing a project. Based on these findings the paper shows that Fred Brooks's observations about man-months can be explained in terms of learning curves, and that it is needed to keep teams together on Table 3 The identified primary studies and the result of the data extraction and synthesis process. Investigate the impact of learning curve on software development to support estimating and/or predicting the development time and the total work effort in project planning NA Simulation using four different scenarios including parameter values for number of developers, learning curve rates and activity property Development An empirical study of ICASE learning curves and probability bounds for software development effort [19] Investigate the existence of learning curves in software development in general, and impact of programmers experience in an integrated Computeraided software engineering (ICASE) tool on the software development effort
Software projects from Texas Instruments and Electronic Data Systems
Retrospective analysis of data set covering forty projects obtained from two major companies in the North Eastern USA
Development
Optimal allocation of testing effort during testing and debugging phases a control theoretic approach [20] Investigate optimal allocation of testing effort during testing and debugging phases considering learning curve effect [25] Examining the impact of learning curve theory on ERP implementation planning and management
ERP Empirical analysis of four ERP implementation projects in three companies
Development
Quantitative control of process changes through modeling, simulation and benchmarking [26] Provide a comparison between productivity learning curve model derived by Motorola and COCOMO II NA Simulation of the models with different parameters
People applications in software process modeling [28] Explores the role of people in process modeling including the learning curve theory aspect NA No Validation Development long-term projects because of the learning curve effect. In the final section of the paper different equations for learning curves are provided that can be used to model a process and measure the impact of learning curves on software engineering projects.
Human oriented improvement in the software process [14]
This paper discusses the so-called progress functions that differ from learning curves because the former also incorporates a second-order learning mechanism. Whereas first-order learning (also referred to as autonomous learning) is the improvement due to the experience, which a person gains by repeatedly doing the same task, second-order learning (also known as induced learning) is due to the technologies injected by the organization. The paper makes an explicit distinction between learning curve and progress function and aims to analyze these separately. For this, the paper describes the setup and results of laboratory experiment for analyzing the impact of progress due to second-order learning. The described experiment involved a sample of 12 student software developers, who completed one small-sized project every week for ten weeks. A within-subject, repeated-measure, time-series quasi-experimental design was used as the research method. The statistical tests showed that on average, progress takes place at a rate of about 20%, with technology injection this amounts to 13% improvement over autonomous learning alone. The authors claim that such a distinction is useful for making decisions regarding initiating formal training programs and making engineering technology changes. [15] In this study, the authors aim to explore what type of knowledge, among domain, technology, and methodology knowledge, is most influential to the performance of software development. To answer this question the paper presents the results of an empirical study of the impact of learning and forgetting curves in software development using archival data from sample of 556 software development projects in an IT service company. This sample of projects involved 3341 unique employees, 6675 employee-project assignment records, and 206,173 employee project-technology records. The basic findings of the paper are that prior experiences with the same methodology or technology have a stronger impact on software project performance than those in the same application domain. Furthermore, the results of the study show that methodology knowledge is more easily forgotten than domain or technology knowledge. The authors argue that these insights have implications for the development of knowledge and skills as well as other organizational issues in software development such as project team staffing and career development.
Learning and forgetting curves in software development
3.2.4.
Learning from experience in software development -multi-level analysis [16] This study discusses the impact of the learning curve on individuals, groups, and organizational units learn from experience in software development and whether this learning improves productivity. The study evaluates the relative productivity impacts from accumulating specialized experience in a system, diversified experience in related and unrelated systems, and experience from working with others on modification requests (MRs) in a telecommunications firm. The study includes the analysis of data archives covering more than 14 years of systems development work on a major telecommunications product dating from the beginning of its development process. The findings of the study show that the relative importance of the different types of experience differs across levels of analysis. According to the study specialized experience has the greatest impact on productivity for MRs completed by individual developers, whereas diverse experience in related systems plays a larger role in improving productivity for MRs and system releases completed by groups and organizational units. Diverse experience in unrelated systems has the least influence on productivity at all three levels of analysis. The paper concludes that learning curves have an impact in software development and, in particular provides insights in when specialized or diverse experience may be more valuable.
3.2.5. A matter of balance: Specialization, task variety, and individual learning in a software maintenance environment [17] The primary study aims to provide answer to the following questions. (1) How does the pattern of past experience enhance individual learning and productivity? (2) What is the role of variety in individual learning? (3) How does the composition of an individual's overall portfolio of experience affect learning and productivity? To answer these questions the authors have analyzed 88 individuals who worked on 5711 maintenance tasks in an offshore software support services operation. The study concludes that specialization enhances productivity in general, and a proper balance between specialization and exposure the variety is needed to achieve the highest productivity. A further conclusion of the study reveals that the degree of variety experience lost has a greater impact on productivity than the degree of specialized experience that is lost.
3.2.6. A learning curve based simulation model for software development [18] In this article, the authors propose a simulation model for software development that takes into account the developer's learning curve. As such it can be used to compute a developer's productivity and the quantity of gain to the developer's knowledge in executing an activity. Based on this simulation model, a project-planning prototype has been implemented. The proposed model and the prototype have been applied to four typical scenarios in a case study. The presented prototype can help managers to decide whether the new software development environment should be used in the project or not.
3.2.
7. An empirical study of ICASE learning curves and probability bounds for software eevelopment effort [19] In this article, the authors investigate the existence of learning curves in software development. The authors illustrate this by examining the relationship between a programmer experience in an integrated Computer-aided software engineering (ICASE) tool and the software development effort. They have validated their approach on actual software development effort in forty projects obtained from two major companies in North Eastern USA.
3.2.8. Optimal allocation of testing effort during testing and debugging phases a control theoretic approach [20] The main goal of this paper is to investigate an optimal resource allocation plan to minimize the cost of software during the testing and operational phase. During the analysis, it has been observed that due to the experience curve phenomenon, the effort required to fix an error keeps on decreasing with time. At the same time, testing effort keeps on increasing as in the later stages of a planning period it becomes hard to detect faults. Based on this fact they propose an alternate rationale for optimal allocation of testing resources using learning curve phenomenon under dynamic environment.
Virtual organizational learning in open source software development projects [21]
The study aims to provide answers to the following two research questions: (1) Are learning effects universally present in Open Source Software (OSS) projects? (2) What are the factors that affect the learning process? For this, the authors used the number and percentage of resolved bugs and bug resolution time to measure learning effects. Further they also looked at how different project types, number of developers (project team size) and their experience, and the intensity of assigned bugs affected the learning rates. The data for this study were obtained from the SourceForge.net database. The findings of the paper show that both adaptive and organizational learning were observed in the projects. Further, the results also showed that OSS development project performance was influenced by the number of developers on the team, the amount of experience that they possessed, project category, and percentage of bugs assigned to a person. Finally, the results indicated that though smaller teams learned faster, they suffered from greater variability in efficiency.
A quantitative learning model for software test process [22]
The authors investigate the learning curve effects on software test processes and compare existing learning models. An existing formal software test process model is modified to include the effects of learning. The updated software test process model with an integrated learning curve is applied to several industrial software test projects for validation. The authors conclude that the larger the learning phase, the better the predictions of improved model when compared to the previous model.
3.2.11.
Organizational learning in open-source software projects: an analysis of debugging data [23] This paper analyzes the organizational learning effect in opensource programming projects. For this, the study uses the data from Apache and Mozilla projects to analyze bug cycle times. The authors conclude that despite of the similarity among the projects there are significant qualitative and quantitative differences in their learning processes. The authors observed a higher impact of the learning curve for a mature project compared to an emerging project. This observation implies that the success of any given learning approach is likely to be situational, and should be examined in the context of the given organization.
3.2.12.
A learning curve explanatory theory for team learning valuation [24] This paper examines how the learning curve effect can be used to derive monetary information for team learning observed within knowledge-intensive production environments. For this, software development is selected as an identical example of a team-based, knowledge-intensive production environment. The interaction of learning rate of the developer teams and the improvements on the productivity is modeled as a Lotka-Volterra predator-prey interacting populations system establishing a causal relationship between the human capital (HC) of organizational teams and the observed learning curve effects on their performance. The theoretical justification is supported by empirical evidence based on the ISBSG database.
3.2.13. A comparative analysis of learning curves implications for new technology implementation management [25] This paper examines how the learning curve theory would affect better planning and management of ERP implementation projects. In the literature, there have been several studies that discuss the effect of team training/learning on software implementation projects' schedule and cost. Based on this the authors explore the learning curve methods for adopting in ERP project management. Using empirical data from 4 ERP projects, the authors provide a comparison between general logistic and S-curves in learning curve theory. The authors conclude that a logistic curve is a good approximation for the majority of the ERP implementations.
3.2.14. Quantitative control of process changes through modeling, simulation and benchmarking [26] In this paper, the authors have evaluated the productivity learning curve as defined by Motorola [27] and compared it with the COCOMO II model cost drivers. The selected COCOMO II cost drivers APEX, LTEX, PLEX are calibrated to represent learning curve effects. The paper lists the advantages and disadvantages of using both models when representing learning curve effects for measuring software development productivity.
3.2.15. People applications in software process modeling [28] This paper discusses the importance of people factors and human relations above technical aspects for improving productivity in software development. A list of people factors are provided including motivation, exhaustion, experience and learning curves, training, hiring and retention, communication, stakeholder collaboration and workforce dynamics.
Threats to validity
The findings from the SLR could have suffered from several validity threats. Below we describe the potential threats and briefly discuss the mitigation strategy for each threat.
Construct validity refers to the degree to which the SLR measures what it aims to be measuring. One possible threat to construct validity is exclusion of relevant studies. In order to minimize this threat, we applied detailed guidelines of systematic literature review protocol and defined a rigorous search strategy. In our SLR we used the important search databases: IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Wiley Inter Science Journal Finder, ScienceDirect, ISI Web of Knowledge, and Google Search. We also searched for company journals, grey literature, conference proceedings and the internet, which led us to new papers that we could not identify in our regular search. We performed the inclusion/exclusion procedures on a well-established screening of primary studies. In our search we have only considered the title and abstract because in the other case the false positives are dramatically large. In particular the term learning curve is a widely used daily term that is not directly related to the scientific concept that we refer to. For reducing the selection bias for selecting the primary studies, the evaluation and the selection of the primary studies were performed separately by two researchers. Each researcher recorded also the reasons of acceptance or rejection for all the considered studies. Despite of the careful and in-depth search we realize that we might have still missed some studies. Nevertheless, we believe that we have captured the important studies that discuss learning curve and that are of value to discuss the impact of the learning curve on the ROI in SPLE.
Internal validity threat includes the possibility of deriving an invalid causal relationship based on the findings. In the context of the present study, the SLR was essentially exploratory, with the aim to identify answers to the corresponding research questions. Hence, it was sufficient to ensure that the selected primary studies were relevant in the literature.
Conclusion validity (reliability) is the degree to which conclusions about the relationship among variables based on the data are correct or reasonable. This threat is mitigated by adopting a clear SLR protocol including well-defined steps and the involvement of two researchers. The outcome of the SLR is quite broad and if the study would be replicated by different set of researchers it is possible that the final set of selected primary studies could be slightly different, but the general findings would be quite similar. As such, we believe that the conclusion validity of the SLR is high given the use of a very systematic procedure and the involvement and discussion among the two researchers.
External validity refers to the extent to which the results of the SLR can be generalized outside the scope of the study. Within the context of our study we can relate this to the degree to which the primary studies and the extracted data elements are representative of the overall goal of the review. This risk is largely mitigated by the detailed and careful review protocol that we have discussed above.
Software product line engineering cost models
The overall conclusion of the systematic literature review is that the experience curve has a direct impact in software development. As we have discussed in the previous section this conclusion has been drawn from research in various contexts in software development. Unfortunately, the experience curve effect in SPLE in particular has not been directly addressed before. For transitioning to SPLE it is important to define the proper cost models for providing the cost-benefit analysis of adopting an SPLE approach. In current transition strategies that adopt different cost models the experience curve effect has not been taken into account. Very often, this is not realistic in practice and can lead to a wrong decision making in the SPLE adoption process. In the following we first take a closer look at the cost models using the experience curve effect for both single development and SPLE, and then extend these cost models to provide a more precise analysis to support the decision making process.
The following represents the general formula for calculating the cost of adopting SPLE as discussed in the Structured Intuitive Model for Product Line Economics (SIMPLE) [8, 29] :
In the formula, C represents the overall cost and consists of the cost of adapting the software reuse approach for the organization (C Org ), the cost to define the asset base (C Cab ), the sum of the cost for developing unique portion of the products (C Unique ) and the sum of the cost of reusing core assets (C Reuse) for a software product line of n products denoted by p i . For calculating the development cost in single system development only the cost for developing unique products is needed, (C Org ), (C Cab ), and (C Reuse ) can be omitted. As such, the cost model for this situation is shown in Eq. (3).
ðC Unique ðp i ÞÞ ð3Þ
Based on the general cost models, several other cost models for different scenarios have been defined [7, 8] . An important point in the process of adopting an SPLE approach is the break-even point after which the organization will start to get the ROI for the upfront investment. Considering either the cumulative cost for developing products or the time needed to deliver the products to the market the ROI will be expressed differently. This is shown in Fig. 2 . The left figure shows the ROI for the cost of developing the products, while the right figure shows the ROI with respect to time. Typically finding the break-even point is critical for an organization, because this will usually guide the decision for adopting SPLE or not. The exact location of the break-even point depends on various characteristics such as the organization and market characteristics, the range and kind of products, and the selected transition strategies. However, in the SPLE literature the break-even point is generally reported between 2 and 3 products [2] [3] [4] 30] . The ROI of SPLE can be calculated by dividing the Cost Savings with Cost of investment. Cost savings can be calculated by subtracting the cost of SPLE approach (Eq. (2)) from the cost of single development (Eq. (3)). The cost of investment is (C Org + C Cab ). As such, the formula for ROI can be expressed as follows:
Eqs. (2)- (4) have been derived from the SPLE literature. As it can be observed none of these explicitly consider the experience curve effect. We elaborate on this in the next section.
Integrating experience curve effect in cost models
To analyze the impact of experience curve on SPLE we will consider both the equations for the experience curve (Eq. (1)) and the equations for the cost models of SPLE as defined in Eqs. (2)-(4). For this we will adopt the following scenario that is derived from the scenario template as defined in [8] :
''An organization of size s, plans to bring k products to the marketplace but hasn't begun developing them yet. It wants to explore building them as a software product line from a common set of core assets.'' For this scenario, we will first define the cost models with the experience curve effect, and then use these cost models to compare the cost of developing a set of products both in SPLE approach, and single-system development approach.
Cost models with experience curve effect
In the cost model for SPLE (Eq. (2)) we can identify several cost elements that can be influenced by the experience curve. Since C Org and C Cab are non-repeating activities we assume that the experience curve has a negligible or no effect for these elements. The elements C Unique and C Reuse ß however, are repeating activities and will be typically influenced by the experience curve effect. As such, we can now adapt the formula Eq. (2) by integrating the experience curve effect as defined in Eq. (1). The result is as follows:
where C (unique) (p 1 ): is the cost of building the unique parts of the first product C (reuse) (p 1 ): is the cost of building the common parts of the first product using core asset base n: is the number of products in the product line e1: is the learning index for developing unique portions of different product in the same product family e2: is the learning index for developing reused portions of the different products in the same product family
In fact Eq. (5) can now be considered as a more general equation for calculating the product development costs. In case the experience curve effect is neglected it will represent the conventional equation Eq. (2). The cost model of Eq. (5) is defined for the given scenario in which product line is set up from the beginning (Big Bang strategy). However, other scenarios as defined in [8] could be adapted similarly.
We can also derive the cost model with the experience curve effect for single system development. For this C Org , C Cab and C Reuse will be zero, and likewise we will get the following formula:
In this formula, C is the accumulated cost of building n products by considering the experience curve effect, where C Unique(p1) is the cost of building the first product, n is the number of products, and e is again the learning index for developing similar software. The ROI of SPLE with the experience curve effect can now be defined as follows:
Analysis with refined cost models
Obviously, the refined cost models will have an impact on the break-even point and the ROI. For calculating the cost formulas of the given scenario in the introduction of this section, different values can be provided for the parameters s (organization size) and k (number of products). In the following we provide an example calculation for organization of size 30 (s), which wishes to develop 8 products (k). For the parameter values of the cost model we adopt the constants that are given in [8] , and which are shown in Table 4 . Here, C Prod represents the cost of building a single product, C Org represents the cost of changing the organization to adopt SPLE, C Scop represents the cost for carrying out a scoping exercise to determine the commonality and variability analysis for determining the core asset base. The remaining terms are derived from these three constants. In the cost models of Eqs. (5) and (6) we have also the parameter values e, e1 and e2 related to the experience curve. For defining the values for these experience curve parameters we use the constant of 0.8 in alignment with the literature and previous work on the effects of experience curve in software development.
Once all the parameter values are defined we can calculate the cost and define the ROI for the given scenario. Table 5 lists the result of the calculation for the cost of producing the ith product (in man-months). We have calculated the values for the cost models as defined in Eqs. (2), (3), (5), and (6).
In Fig. 3 we can observe that the experience curve effect reduces the cost of development for both single development and SPLE. From this figure we can also observe that the experience curve effect leads to a reduction of the cost of development. Hereby, SPLE with experience curve effect is the most optimal for reuse and cost reduction. In addition, we can also state that the experience curve effect will slowly diminish in due time.
According to Eq. (7), we compared the cost models with and without integrating the effects of experience curve, the results are shown in Table 6 . For SPLE it appears that the break-even point is achieved later. In the cost model without experience curve effect the ROI will be achieved with the second product. For the refined cost model with experience curve effect the ROI is achieved together with the third product. The experience curve effect seems to have a clearly visible effect on the ROI.
The above analysis provides the results of the calculation for a given set of values. The analysis can be used to simulate various different cases to estimate the cost of SPLE adoption. Given an organization the parameter values for the organization sizes, the number of products (k), the different cost values for C Org and C Cab , and even the learning curve rates can be adopted to support the cost estimation of the SPLE adoption.
Application within industrial project
To illustrate the application of the refined cost models and the related analysis we describe the results of a real industrial case study. We also discuss the implications of the application of the refined analysis on the decision making of the adoption of SPLE. Finally, we describe the threats to validity of the application of the approach to the industrial case.
Industrial case
We have applied the previous analysis at Havelsan, which is a leading Turkish software and systems company having business presence in IT sector. The company operates in three main business areas: command and control (C2), simulation and training systems, and e-government systems. In the command and control division three products were developed for different customers and the fourth product is under development. The development language and adopted tools were the same across all projects. The development team was largely the same during all three projects. So far, the products have been developed using a non-SPLE approach. From a practical perspective the development of the second product was realized in a shorter time of period than the first product. On its turn the third product was realized in a shorter time than the second product, indicating the impact of the experience curve effect. In fact, the developed and planned products share lots of commonality but an SPLE approach was not adopted. Moreover, due to the stringent requirements for time-to-market and cost of development, the management decided to analyze whether Table 4 Variable definition and values [8] .
Term How To compute Value
adopting an SPLE approach for the subsequent products would pay off. For this we applied the analysis as described in the previous sections. The organization is a CMMI Level 3 company and likewise we did not have serious problems to retrieve the required historical data (man-month cost) that we collected from the company's time-tracking system (SAP). For the analysis first we calculated the learning rate of the corresponding team as 0.82, which was based on data from earlier projects. Next we focused on providing the analysis of the system with and without using the experience curve effect. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 7 . The first column represents the products that were developed or are planned to be developed. The second column of the table shows the estimated cost values in case experience curve effect is not taken into account. The third and fourth column of the table show respectively the estimated and measured cost values based on the experience curve effect. We could derive the actual measured values for the first three products since these were already developed. The cost of the first product was 75 man-months (mm); this was directly measured using the time tracking system. Since single system development is used and experience curve effect is not taken into account, the cost value for each product is assumed to be constant and this explains the values for the second column. In the third column we can see that the calculated cost values are increasingly lower than the cost of the first product (75 mm) and this shows the impact of the integration of the experience curve effect in the analysis. For the management it was important to know whether these calculated values were accurate and reflected the reality. The actual values of the fourth column seemed to be close to the calculated values and the error rate of the calculations was less than 5%. This error rate may be due to different factors, such as development team changes, and external factors affecting performance. Based on this input the calculated values showed to be reliable.
Using this information we have applied Eq. (7) to find the ROI, which is shown in Table 8 . We applied Eq. (7) with the following parameters: Organization size: 7; Commonality between products: %67.5; e, e1 and e2 as 0.8205.
According to Table 8 , with the original formula without the experience curve effect, it is economically feasible to apply SPLE development in case 2 products are developed. Using the formula with the experience curve effect the ROI was achieved with the third product. This confirms the case for applying SPLE. In this case, it would have been indeed more beneficial for the company if an SPLE approach would have been adopted from the beginning on. On the other hand according to the new formula with the experience curve effect, SPLE provides a positive ROI after the third system. This slightly favors the adoption of single development due to the impact of the experience curve effect.
Impact on decision making for adopting SPLE
The adapted cost formulas with the experience curve effect provided new insight to the management and it was decided to integrate this analysis in the further decision making process. The theoretical formulas that we have defined in the different equations were not a problem because we implemented all these equations as a set of Excel sheets. The Excel sheets now forms an important instrument for the management to do a cost benefit (ROI) analysis in the Havelsan projects. The usage of the Excel sheet is straightforward and requires only the input of the basic parameters. The charts as shown in Fig. 3 are automatically generated.
Initially, it was believed that the experience curve effect would form an important argument for continuing with single system development and adopting SPLE was actually not seriously considered. However, our analysis showed that adopting SPLE would still pay off in the end, even with considering the experience curve effect. This was an eye-opener for the management, and the decision to transition to SPLE for potential projects was now much easier. As stated before, this was also supported by the provided other benefits of SPLE including increased quality and reduced maintenance costs.
Threats to validity
We have carefully applied the refined cost models to the industrial case study of Havelsan and as we have discussed in the previous subsection we could directly observe the impact on the decision making. Like any empirical study we can also identify several threats to the validity of this analysis which we list below:
Internal Validity concerns the ability to draw conclusions between the independent and dependent variables in the study. Our basic independent variable in the study is the experience curve effect, while the dependent variable is the development cost. Other variables that could have an impact on the development costs in the industrial case are the team, the work environment, the adopted tools and the products that were developed. We have ensured that all these parameters remained the same in the projects, and the developed products were similar products of the company. Since the product sizes were not equal in most cases, we also applied normalization approach to be able to compare the costs of between different products. For this, we both checked SLOC size and requirements size of the products.
Construct Validity concerns the appropriateness of the measures for capturing the dependent variables. In our analysis we measured the size of the products and the man-months to measure the development costs. We measured the size data by looking at the requirements documents and SLOC values of the produced software in the company. We counted the SLOC from the version control repositories using automated scripts. The requirements documents are documented based on the CMMI Level 3 requirements and hence are substantially reliable. The development team's effort data for the projects was collected from the company's time-tracking system, which accurately represents the costing data. We could not measure the values for SPLE experience curves since these were not available before the SPLE adoption process. Hence we used the calculations, which were based on assumptions of earlier paper by Boeckle et al. [8] .
External Validity concerns the ability to generalize the results of the study. The formulas for the cost models for SPLE and experience curve effect have been derived from the literature. In the systematic literature review as described in Section 3 we have shown that both types of cost models have been analyzed thoroughly and validated earlier on. Our cost model that integrates both formulas applies the experience curve effect for repeating tasks which were identified as the cost of developing individual products and reuse of products. This application is in alignment with the usage of the experience curve effect in other contexts. Our findings are based on the analysis of three real industrial products, which were developed over two years. Hence the validation of the study is not based on a toy project or simple academic case studies. We applied a retrospective study for the analysis and the team members were not aware that the project would be analyzed later on for our purposes.
Discussion
The systematic literature review has shown that the experience curve effect has also an impact in software development. Using the SPLE cost models we have proposed and demonstrated the usage of the extended cost models with the experience curve effect. Based on our analysis and industrial experiences with the approach we can derive several general practical implications for the decision making process in the SPLE adoption process.
Due to similar repeating tasks in SPLE the experience curve effect will be observable The experience curve is valid under the assumption that the same knowledge is applied repeatedly. In case the knowledge is outdated or novel knowledge is applied, a new experience curve is required. Typical experience curve examples are about producing the same unit. In SPLE the second ''similar'' project/product that is assumed to be in the same product family will not be identical, however it can be argued that the second project/product is very similar due to the common platform (same set of tools, processes, technology, etc.) Here it is critical to assess the similarity between the products. Schilling et al. [31] suggest that people working on different but similar types of problems over time, on the average learned at a significantly faster rate than people work at specialized tasks, or unrelated tasks. This means fine-grained variation between products in a product line even has a positive impact on the effect of learning. In the context of SPLE we can assume that similar tasks are defined and as such the assumptions on experience curve effect will have an impact here as well.
The experience curve has a clear impact on the ROI Our study and the scenarios that we have adopted show that the experience curve has a clear impact on the cost models and likewise the ROI. From a theoretical perspective we relied on the conclusions of the systematic review and adopted estimations of the learning rate as described in the primary studies. The application of the experience curve to cost models as adopted in the industrial setting also showed the impact of the experience curve, and led to decreasing time and cost to develop products. Although this observation of experience curve seems to be intuitive it can have an impact on the decision making process in case one needs to decide whether to keep the single system development approach or transition to SPLE.
Experience curve and SPLE can be considered as alternative and complementary instruments to increase productivity
Both the experience curve and SPLE are in fact different instruments to increase the productivity of software development. Experience curve utilizes productivity by learning from previous experience, while SPLE increases productivity by systematically reusing artifacts among similar products. Although these are different instruments to increase productivity, they can most certainly be used together to increase productivity. An SPLE approach in which the experience curve effect is high will indeed be the most beneficial. This information can be used by the management to invest in and plan activities for increasing the learning rate, for example, through pilot projects, courses, etc. This observation is also in alignment with the results of the systematic review in which the goals for adopting experience curve effect in software development was indeed to support the decision making and provide a more precise cost-benefit analysis.
The impact of experience curve effect gets lower in case the number of products increases
The literature shows that the experience curve effect flattens in due time and its impact as such will reduce the more products are developed. This counts for both single system development and SPLE. The consequence of this is that for a sufficiently large number of similar products, even in case of an initial high experience curve effect, it will make sense in the end to choose an SPLE approach instead of single development.
The experience curve rate and the required upfront investment defines the strategy for product development It appears that both the experience curve effect and upfront investment define the result for ROI. The experience curve or upfront investment could be low or high. As such, we can identify different combinations of experience curve effect and upfront investment that might require a different strategy and decision. If the experience curve effect is high then single system development will usually perform quite well. In case of product line adoption the upfront investment is crucial. If the upfront investment is high together with a high experience curve effect in single development then a resistance to adopting SPLE can be expected. However, if the upfront investment is low and in case of a high experience curve effect then the adoption of SPLE becomes very attractive.
Related work
In our systematic review on experience curve effect in software engineering in particular we could not find any related secondary studies. Hence, the presented systematic literature review on experience curve effect in software engineering in this paper can be considered as a novel contribution. Our systematic review identified 15 papers that explicitly consider the experience curve effect and define various cost formulas that are used for different goals.
The second category of related work includes studies that discuss economic models to estimate the cost and ROI in software reuse. Several surveys have been published that identify, discuss and categorize these provided economic models for estimating the ROI of software reuse [32, 33] . Within the context of SPLE several economic models have been provided that aim to estimate the ROI for transitioning to SPLE. In this context Ali et al. [7] provide an overview and comparative analysis of existing economic models to estimate the benefits of transitioning to an SPLE approach. For this, the authors use different perspectives including scope, types of analysis, economic function, underlying model, viewpoint, scenario, market attributes, cost factors, and risk adjustment. Based on the perspectives 12 selected approaches have been characterized.
In Table 9 we present the characterization of our approach with the characterizations of Ali et al. [7] . The scope of the economic models relate to either the adoption of SPLE or the entire life cycle. Our approach focuses on the analysis of both the existing single system development and the SPLE with experience curve. Hence we could state that the scope is primarily focused on analyzing the adoption of SPLE. Like most economic models the cost models that we have presented in this paper are used for cost and effort estimation. The basic economic function that we aim to calculate is the ROI, which seems also an important function in many economic models published in the literature. The existing economic models can be actually classified into basic models that are proposed from scratch and derived models that extend earlier defined models. Our approach is an extension of the earlier SIMPLE model [29] but in fact can also be applied to the other SPLE cost models with minor effort. The viewpoint of our approach concerns both the corporation and the system engineering. Since we adopt the SIMPLE cost model we also reuse the predefined scenarios. Like many economic models we do not concern market attributes and risks and uncertainties in the analysis process. We extend the cost factors of the SIMPLE model by integrating the experience curve factors.
The survey of Ali et al. includes the papers until 2009. We have elaborated on this survey and searched for other papers which were published after 2009. Based on this we could find three more publications [34] [35] [36] that discuss and present economic models in the context of SPLE. None of the papers in the survey explicitly address the notion of experience curve and do not integrate this in the cost models. However, the COPLIMO [37] model and its derivatives [38, 35, 36] implicitly assume the existence of the effect of learning and experience. The underlying models of COPLIMO and its derivatives is the COCOMO II model [39] that can be in principle used to model the experience curve effect. Several parameters of the COCOMO II model can be identified that relate to the experience curve. In this context, COCOMO II defines the so-called Personnel Experience (PREX) cost driver that combines the cost drivers application experience (AEXP), platform experience (PEXP), and language and tool experience (LTEX) which have range values from Very Low to Very High. Further, COCOMO II also includes the parameter UNFM in the adopted cost model, which defines the programmers' relative unfamiliarity with the software. The UNFM is measured using a simple Likert scale ranging from 0 to 1. These cost drivers could be in principle re-interpreted and calibrated specifically to model experience curve in the product line context. An interesting study is the integration of the experience curve formulas in the COCOMO II based models. In this context, Eickelmann et al. [26] have used the combined multiplier which is defined as the product of the COCOMO II cost drivers of APEX, LTEX, and PLEX in order to obtain a single learning curve model. Further, they have compared the results of this analysis with the results of the productivity learning curve that was defined in [27] . The authors seem to have considered single system development and did not discuss the impact of learning curve on SPLE adoption. This would be an interesting analysis which could be complementary to the approach that we have provided in this paper.
In fact, we could state that both the proposed explicit learning curve models and the parametric approaches have their own merits and could have been used to study the impact of the learning curve effect on SPLE adoption. The advantage of the explicit learning curve models is that these have been widely discussed in the management and education literature and very detailed studies have been published illustrating the usage of the learning curve models. Hence, these explicit learning models have a clear theoretical foundation from the perspective of the learning curve effect. In our case, extending the SIMPLE approach with the explicit learning curve models could also be integrated and adapted in a natural way. Because of the theoretical foundation behind both the SIMPLE approach and the learning curve models in the literature we could rely on the defined formulas for analyzing the learning curve effect on the SPLE adoption.
The advantage of the parametric approaches is that these are largely flexible and can be used to either reuse or re-interpret existing parameters or, if needed, new parameters can be defined. As stated before, these approaches could be used and enhanced to model the learning curve and analyze this for SPLE adoption. This may require, however, more effort than the straightforward learning curve effect models that already provide the required attributes and formula, which can be directly used for analysis.
Experience curve effect has also been discussed in software project dynamics [40] and software process dynamics [41] which deal with the dynamic nature of software process by using system dynamics simulation. According to Madachy [41] , there are mainly three aspects: people applications, process and product applications, and project and organization applications. Experience curves are primarily discussed and related to people applications. There are also many studies related to learning curve and experience curve effect in other domains such as education, management science, and construction.
Conclusion
The impact of experience curve effect has been broadly discussed in management and education sciences. To the best of our knowledge a systematic literature on experience curve effects in software development has not been carried out before. The systematic literature review that we have carried out has shown that the experience curve has been addressed in several studies that focus on different aspects in software development. We have thoroughly studied all the identified 15 primary studies that resulted from the SLR and characterized and summarized these. Elaborating on these 15 identified primary studies and the literature on experience curve effect in management and education sciences we have presented refined cost models that integrate the experience curve effect in the cost models needed for estimating the transitioning to SPLE. These cost models have been provided for both single system development and software product line engineering to support a more precise cost estimation. In our analytical analysis process we have shown the impact of the various parameter values on the cost models with and without the experience curve effect. We could clearly observe the impact on the cost of development, time-to-market and the ROI. Our study has been further strengthened by applying the cost models within an industrial context. Perhaps the most important conclusion of our analysis is that the experience curve has a direct impact on both single system development and SPLE. This observation can support the decision making process in adopting and planning an SPLE approach. The experience curve can be also considered as a complementary instrument to SPLE to further increase the productivity. Our findings show that according to the adopted cost models and the corresponding analysis, adopting SPLE seems to pay off sooner or later. We have provided a useful and practical tool that can used and customized in software projects to support the decision making process. In our approach we have chosen to extend the SIMPLE model [29] , because it is well-known and recognized in both the research and practice of software product line engineering. In this way we aimed to support the validity of our study. Complementary to our approach, modeling the experience curve using parametric approaches could be an interesting exercise to compare the results of both models. In our future work we aim to further experiment with the experience curve effect within an SPLE context and implement a decision support system that supports the presented refined cost models and the corresponding approach.
